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Dear Melba Community
It has been yet another extraordinary week, let alone months and I hope this edition of the college
newsletter finds you safe and well.
We continue to forge ahead as a college and a community, and it has been wonderful to see so many
students beginning to take up our college values - STRIVE.
I was able to attend the Year 7 Assembly virtually last week and it was fantastic to see so many
Success and Engagement Awards handed out with over 100 students in attendance. Very well done to
all.
Our college attendance over the remote learning period remains very strong. I want to thank students
for their dedication as well as parents who may have identified some additional motivation tools. In
either case, well done!
I want to particularly highlight VCE attendance. Over 35% of students have maintained a 100%
attendance for the year to date and the vast majority of students are meeting or exceeding the 95%
attendance requirement despite the additional challenges of remote learning. You are credit to
yourselves and your school. We look forward to being able to acknowledge some of the efforts of our
VCE students in a virtual assembly held before the end of this term.
We are on track to welcome 150 Year 7 students for 2021 which is very exciting. These numbers
generate even further opportunities and programs for our students and we are looking forward to
welcoming our new students early in Term 4 but also to a Virtual Information Evening on September 10.
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It was also very positive to see over 85% of our Years 7-10 students participate in the inaugural
Progressive Achievement Test. In the absence of NAPLAN, these tests assist us to identify areas of
learning to target in the months ahead and in to next year. The school leadership is in the process of
analysing these results to make the best use of the information. In a virtural learning environment, having over 85% completion is a
great achievement and I thank all students for their participation.

Our recent Parent Survey has concluded and I thank all parents who found the time to complete it. Once again, over 85% of parents
reported that both the college remote learning program and its communication was effective. This is wonderful feedback and I thank
you for it.
We noted that the majority of parents felt that the work being set for students was the correct amount, but around 20% of
respondents felt there could be more work. We are working hard to balance the individual needs of students but where you feel your
child is cruising through the work being set and may benefit from additional challenges, please contact the college or the teachers
directly by email and we will continue to do our best to respond.
Finally the two most observed changes to student behaviours reported were change of sleep times and lack of physical exercise. We
have explored some additional supports and resources to assist families address these challenges with their kids, including the
'Virtual Y' program run in conjunction with YMCA. We know the importance of routine and will continue to look for ways to support
families achieving it.
Work around the school continues and is really taking shape. When students return, I will get their feedback via Student Voice on
how the school grounds and facilities are shaping to ensure we are future proofing the ability of our college to meet the needs of its
students. I look forward to being involved in that important work.

Our magnificent Wetlands!

The college also welcomes Sean Hogarth in the role of PSD Coordinator. We know he will settle in to our school quickly and is
looking forward to meeting students and families in person.
I was fortunate to have seen the new uniform items and they look fantastic. The college will communicate the updated items and
price lists shortly. Families will have 12 months grace to update any required items as we phase out discontinued items.
The college website remains on track for completion before the end of the term. When it is released, we would appreciate any
feedback from families and community members.
Some important upcoming dates include:
September 7 - Parent Teacher Student Night. This is a student free day and no classes will be running, with the exception of some
VCE classes. VCE students are asked to check their lesson plans.
September 10 - Year 7 and 8 Information Night. Families will get to hear about some exciting new learning programs the college is
launching in 2021.
September 18 - Staff Professional Practice Day. This is a student free day and no classes will be running. School holidays begin for
Melba students 17 September.
Keep an eye out for each other and stay safe.

Aaron Sykes
Engage. Enrich. Empower.

Student Voice Report
Miss Allirra Scott – Student Voice & International Program Leader

Student Leadership Profiles
Name: Seb Zinghini
Year Level: Year 11
Leadership Position:
Year Level Leader
Time you have been at Melba College: four years, 2020 being my fifth.
The subjects you will be completing in 2020:English, Psychology, Media, Drama and VET Music Industry
Aspirations for 2020:
To pass all exams, stay on top of all my work and to make more friends.
Interests/hobbies:
Drama, Movies, Marvel and DC and Music.
Highlight a positive/memorable moment you’ve had at Melba: Doing the production ‘Rock of Ages’
Why do you want to be a leader in 2020 and what are your leadership goals?: Because I really want to make a difference at
Melba. I want my peers to feel like they have voted for someone they can trust. One of my goals is to build a reputation for Melba that
is positive in the community.
Message to the college community: I want to thank my Year 11 peers for voting for me, and I promise that I will always be willing to
listen to you as your opinions are valid. I also promise to respect your opinions and try my hardest to put your ideas forward.

Name: Chloe MacLaren Year Level: 8
Time you have been at Melba College: 2 years, since year 7
The subjects you will be completing in 2020: English, Maths, Science, Humanities, Woodwork, VCD, Food
Studies, Drama, Health, Japanese and Sport
Aspirations for 2020: To become a better person, leader and friend to everyone. To audition and take risks in the
performing arts.
Interests/hobbies (sport, music, extra curricula activities): Performing arts - (dance, drama, singing),
photography, creating films...
Highlight a positive/memorable moment you’ve had at Melba: The most memorable moment for me was when I participated in
Melba’s Musical ‘Sweet Charity’ last year. I was able to connect with students across the school and strengthen my musical abilities!
It was a blast performing with Melba!
Why do you want to be a leader in 2020 and what are your leadership goals?: I joined the Student Voice committee in 2020
because it had such a positive impact on me last year. I hope to create a positive and caring vibe at Melba College.
Message to the college community:
You are in high school for 6 years, make the most of it, take risks, have fun and make memories that will last a lifetime!

Remote Learning 2.0 Melba Student Voice – thoughts!

You can set your own schedule if there aren't Google meets.
Michael Korobitsin - Year 7 Leader

This remote learning period I have learnt how to organise my studies and homework in an efficient way, it has helped
me turn my homework in on time with good scores alongside that.
Ben Atwell-Clifford

Remote learning and isolation has made me value the little things in life, and has taught me to not take anything for
granted.
Bailey Fitzsimons

VIRTUAL Y
Our Student Voice has identified some areas that their peers are finding challenging during this period. Please take a look at the free
Virtual Y programs. There are a vast range of links to a huge amount of areas of interest – they even have an online Camp!

VCAL Report
Mrs Nicole Schoch & Miss Kiralee Luiyf – VCAL Leaders

In the few weeks we had back at school, our VCAL students were very busy applying their practical skills.
12VCAL, 11VCAL and 10VCAL Mask Making.

11VCAL Billy Carts

10VCAL Gardening

VCAL CARE Awards
Melba VCAL has a set of values using the acronym CARE, and we hold monthly awards to recognise students who have exhibited
Courage, Accountability, Respect and Effort, as well as CARE student of the month for each year level.

VCAL
LEVEL

STUDENT OF THE
MONTH

COURAGE

ACOUNTABILITY

RESPECT

EFFORT

10VCAL

Aden
LINTON
Jai
HANCOCK
Byron
LEE
Stella
AWMYOE
Jess
SEYMOUR

Sascha
KEIPER
Mariah
NICOLAOU
Milan
NARAYAN
Lianno
PAU CIN LIAN
Harvey
WOOLDRIDGE

Aung Nay
AUNG NAY HTOO
Brianna
COWIE
Jarrod
GIETZMANN
Vansh
ABBOTT
Lilli
DE MUNK

Deacon
O'MALLEY
Hniang
HNIANG AWI
Kyle
BRYAN
Tarleea
PETKOS
Chesson
OTUE

Bailey
TUDER
Nicholas
MARSHALL
Paige
LILL
Tyran
HEWARD
Maxwell
BESHARA

11VCAL
11VCAL
12VCAL
12VCAL

English Domain
Mrs Sarah Cultrera – Domain Leader
Students across the college have been busy working on their text assignments in Term 3.
From Year 7 students completing their first Creative Response to text tasks, through to Year 12s working through their final text unit,
students in all years have been engaging with their set texts in a very positive way.
If you are in danger of running out of things to read, Audible have a collection of free audio books available to listen to
at https://stories.audible.com/discovery
Audible Stories | Audible.com
Free stories for kids of all ages. Audible Stories is a free website where kids of all ages
can listen to hundreds of Audible audio titles across six different languages—English,
Spanish, French, German, Italian and Japanese—for free, so they can keep learning,
dreaming and just being kids.
stories.audible.com

"You can find magic wherever you look. Sit back and relax, all you need is a book!" Dr. Seuss

Sarah Cultrera
English & EAL Domain Leader

Health & Physical Education Domain
Miss Sally Bottomer – Domain Leader

Congratulations to all students who have been competing in class challenges/competitions to stay motivated and active throughout
this difficult time!
During remote learning our PE students have been very creative on ways they can stay physically active and remain within 5kms of
their house - we’ve seen everything from backyard ninja training to students trying to do three/four YouTube workouts in one day!
It’s also been positive to see lots of students going on family walks and bike rides, and most importantly lots of time being spent
walking and playing with pets!

I’d like to give a special shout-out to David Graham in 7D who managed to build his
own set of monkey bars (pictured below) to keep him busy and active during this
lockdown period – fantastic work!

Humanities
Mrs Dianne Parkinson – Domain Leader
Students have been busy working on a variety of things in Humanities during remote learning.
Year 11 and 12s are working hard in their VET Business students and VCE Business Management and Legal Studies. Keep up the
good work during these challenging times!
For this newsletter we are going to focus on the Year 7 to 10 students who are working on a variety of topics that all fall under the
umbrella of ‘Humanities’ including Geography, History, Business, Legal Studies and Civics and citizenship.
Year 7 Geography
Year 7s have been focusing on water as a precious resource and how we use water as individuals and as a community. Students
have had to look at how much water they use each day and then reflect on how they can save water. Some students highlighted how
their parents are always telling them to have shorter showers and now they understand why!
Students also had to explore large bodies of water and they looked at some of the amazing waterfalls we have in our world - well
done to the many students who learnt about Niagara Falls, Iguaza Falls and/or Victoria Falls. Classes then moved on to look at how
many people in our world cannot just turn on a tap and get water that they can drink. Many students have been surprised about the
water carriers in many societies who have to walk for hours each day just to collect water and then return to their homes and can only
use the water that they collect. Students are now turning to focus on the CAT that will be looking at the challenges of water
distribution in the Murray-Darling Basin.
Well done Akira for the great work you did on your research about the Iguazu Falls
located on the borders of Brazil and Argentina.

-

Endless amount of Rainbows
One thing you will notice at Iguazu Falls is that there are endless amounts of
rainbows. The mist of the water steams up with the sun reflection creating
breathtaking rainbows. A sunny day is the day to travel to Iguazu Falls as it's
the best time for rainbows to appear. The lighting is perfect and the sounds
of the water falling is breathtaking.

Year 8 Geography
Year 8’s have been enjoying “travelling” from Townsville through outback Australia to Kati-Thanda-Lake Eyre and discovering about
the impact of drought in these regions and then the impact of large rains. They have been learning about compass directions,
longitude and latitude and other geographical skills during their virtual journey.

Innamincka Hotel 25.8978° S, 139.3530° E

Learning about the story behind the wild camels that roam
in outback Australia.

Year 9 Business, Law and Community
During Term 3 Year 9 Business, Law and Community students have been
learning about the processes involved in selecting a government in
Australia. This unit of work has concentrated on, but not been limited to,
concepts such as the different political parties in Australia and the voting
and electoral process. This unit of work culminated with the completion of
CAT One on Local Government. This CAT task required students to
answer a series of questions on their local government and to, in turn,
design advertising material marketing the services offered by their local
government.
Having completed this section of the course, we’ve now transitioned to a
unit entitled ‘Australia’s system of justice and the courts’. This component
part of the course will focus on the principles of our legal/judicial system,
the hierarchy and specialisation of different courts, the law-making
process, the right to appeal and the fallible nature of the system.
Once this section of the course has been completed, we’ll segue into the business, commerce and economics focus when we
consider topics such the media, interconnectedness and globalisation. These are notions that have been, due to the current global
pandemic, the subject of significant media attention. We are learning, more than ever before, how fragile and intertwined our
societies and economies are.

Year 10 History
This term in History the students have been learning about the Roaring
Twenties (1920’s), the rise of Hitler and why WW2 started. The class is
now focusing on WW2 in the Pacific. In particular they are learning
about how Australia was attacked and how we then had to defend our
country. Students have enjoyed watching a variety of videos, reading
information to help them understand the complexities of the reasons for
WW2 and also increasing their ability to show empathy to the
Australians who were involved in WW2.
Many of the students were surprised about how much the Japanese
attacked Australia during WW2 including Darwin, Townsville, Broome
and even Sydney Harbour.
The bombing of Darwin during WW2

Languages
Ms Biana Inoue – Domain Leader
KONNICHIWA
The Japanese and German classes in both Year 7 and 8 have been experiencing culture and language
focused lessons.
The Japanese classes have learnt about Sakura (Cherry Blossom), Japanese Homes and Japanese festivals.
In the German classes the focus was on the Winter Olympics and Animals.
The students have been engaged in these weekly lessons during remote learning and we are very proud of
their amazing effort.
We often try to make comparisons between Japan and Australia and Germany and Australia and the students
have many interesting questions about all aspects of life and language in other countries.
For the remainder of the term we will be focusing on Reading Comprehension and Writing activities.
SAYONARA

Inoue Sensei

